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From May 22nd to 24th members of the Entomological Society of Saskatchewan went on a 
collecting trip to the Big Muddy badlands in southern Saskatchewan.  We camped in 
Bengough, Saskatchewan famed for the Gateway Festival (2015 featured the Nitty Gritty Dirt 
Band).  On the trip were our two guides Ryan McKellar (paleo-entomology) and Cory Sheffield 
(extant-entomology) and participants Charlie Bailey, Daniel Wiens and myself 

An interesting geological feature of the region is the opportunity to explore both before and 
after the impact of the ‘Chicxulub asteroid’ dramatically changed the earth’s fauna, removing 
dinosaurs as the dominant taxa and transitioning into the age of mammals. We explored coal 
seams that are 67 to 62 million years old and found amber deposits, vertebrate fossils and 
extant insects, with the favourites being dipterans, hymenopterans and coleopterans.         

Ryan McKellar, Jeff Boone, Dan 
Wiens, Charlie Bailey and  
Cory Sheffield (from left) posing 
for a trip photo. 
 
Note the wasp over Ryan’s 
shoulder 
 
Photo: Cory Sheffield 2015 

Our first stop was Castle Butte, at 
70 metres tall climbing it offers 
excellent views of the Big Muddy 
valley  
 
Photo: Charlie Bailey 2015 
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Insect Hunting Through Time 

Cory with a net full of amber coming down 
from the coal seam at Castle Butte  
Photo:  Ryan McKellar 2015 

Above: Pompilid nesting on Castle Butte. 
Thanks to Matthias Buck for providing 
the best guess ID.  
Photo: Charlie Bailey 2015 
 
Below:  A piece of amber in Paleocene 
coal  
Photo: Ryan McKellar 2015 

View from the top of Castle Butte. 
Photo: Jeff Boone 2015 

Finding amber in a Paleocene coal seam. The 
amber is still being processed to see if there are 
any organisms inside, but it is common to find 
mites and fungal hyphae at this site. 
Photo:  Charlie Bailey 2015 
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Above: A large piece of amber.  The amber from the 
Paleocene epoch is quite brittle and often comes 
apart as it is collected. 
 
Below: Bits of turtle shell approximately 62 mya .  
Apparently a useful way to distinguish fossil from 
rock is to lick it.  If you have a fossil it will stick to 
the tongue because of the spongy cancellous tissue 
or fossilized marrow cavities.   
 
Photos: Charlie Bailey 2015 

A successful day of prospecting . From the top left gar fish scales, crinoid 

ossicle in surface-collected limestone, petrified wood, turtle shell (species 

1), turtle shell (species 2), and probable crocodile bone fragments and met-

atarsal. 

Photo: Jeff Boone 2015 

 

         

Aspiring paleontologists with our first vertebrate fossils  

Photo: Ryan McKellar  2015 
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Dan holding a plains garter snake 

(Thamnophis radix)  

Photo: Ryan McKellar 2015 

Above: Collecting on the landscape. 
 
Below: It took a team effort and our last site, but finally a mutillid for Dan  
 
Photos: Charlie Bailey 2015 

Charlie and Dan in the dung, hunting for scarabs. In total 
there were 8 species of scarabs collected. 
Photo: Jeff Boone 2015 
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Processing of the collected material continues, but 
the following families were found. 

Coleoptera: Carabidae, Chrysomelidae, 
Coccinellidae, Anthicidae, Tenebrionidae, Elateridae, 
Scarabaeidae, Histeridae, Silphidae, Staphylinidae 

Hymenoptera: Andrenidae, Apidae, Halictidae, 
Megachilidae, Mutillidae, Vespidae, Formicidae, 
Chrysididae, Braconidae, Ichneumonidae 

Diptera: Stratiomyidae, Tupilidae, Sryphidae 

 

— Jeff Boone 

(Continued from page 1) 

Above: One of two golden eagle nests on the slopes  
Left: Bank swallow nests near Avonlea, SK  
Photos: Jeff Boone 2015 

Unfortunately, we were unable to get 
an ESS Newsletter out in the spring 
and so what you see here is a  compi-
lation of activities and events span-
ning the entire year.  
 
This issue has taken on the theme of: 
“a look back in time” thanks in large 
part to Jeff Boone, Tyler Wist, Iain 
Phillips and Cedric Gillott. We start off 
with Jeff’s account of what has to be 
one of the most interesting field trips 
in the history of our organization—a 

hunt for fossilized insects in the 
Badlands of southern Saskatchewan. 
Let’s hope we can look forward to 
many more trips like this one.  
 
Most of the rest of this issue offers 
reflections on some of the giants up-
on whose shoulders we now rest.  
Iain Phillips, quite by chance,  came 
to know Laurent Guiguet through the 
discovery of his incredible insect col-
lection. Lasting legacies are also de-
scribed for the lifetime contributions 

of Roy Pickford and Geoffrey McLeod.   
 
We also have to thank Tyler Wist for 
his consistent contributions relating 
to Youth and Amateur Encourage-
ment activities. 
 
Thanks also to Stephen Srayko, Scott 
Hartley, Hugh Phillip, and Aaron Bell 
for their contributions and the many 
others that provided photos.  
 
- David Halstead and Nicole Pillipow    

The dark hidden corner -  
A brief note from the Editors 
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A tale of Francophone-Saskatchewan natural historian, 

Laurent Guiguet  
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Occasionally I get the chance to view through a 
pin-hole into the gaping void that is my 
ignorance of what has come before me, and on 
September 15th, 2015 a brief note appeared in 
my email at the Water Security Agency that 
suggested such an opportunity.   

“Hello, my name is Suzanne Bancroft and I have 
an insect collection that my grandfather 
Laurent Guiguet (Fig 1) collected around 
Shaunavon in the 1930’s.  They are all 
mounted, labeled and in cases.  I would 
estimate around a thousand insects.  I 
wondered if you were interested in having it.  I 
am in Victoria.”   

It is an easy thing indeed to communicate my 

enthusiasm to fellow aspiring entomologists at the 
Entomological Society of Saskatchewan, and any 5-
year old enamored with the “ladybug” alight on their 
finger.  Perhaps we should have some pride in that 
retention of innocence we may possess and share 
with our young peers, or maybe even regard those 
colleagues with a manner of deference who serve as 
a lens through which the natural beauty of the world 
can be appreciated.  Yet most of us have seen 
others, including family and friends, lose that spark 
of interest later in life.  What I think we can all 
regard with reverence, whether we are students, 
teachers, public servants or consultants, is the purity 
and respect that begets an amateur natural 
historian.  Without question, I knew we needed to 
support and provide the due respect to what Mrs. 
Bancroft’s grandfather had collected by telling his 
story and repatriating the collection to 
Saskatchewan. 

“Hello there Suzanne, 

I would love to help you get them into a permanent 
collection.  The age and area they were collected 
from actually send chills down my spine for how 
valuable a cultural and scientific resource they are.  If 
they are with you out in Victoria I would love to drive 
out to pick them up and make sure they get to the 
Royal Saskatchewan Museum safely.  Thank you so 
much for considering us Suzanne, and I would love to 
write a story about your grandfather and his 
collection if you were willing to talk about it”! 

With that, I set out this fall on a drive to Victoria to 
meet a delightful group of women who are the 
relatives and descendants of Laurent Guiguet (Fig 2). 
All of the women I interviewed knew him personally, 
including his daughter-in-law Muriel who is now in 
her 90’s (Fig 3).  Muriel married Laurent’s son 
Charles, and formed a particularly strong bond with 
Laurent while Charles was away for years fighting in 
the Second World War. As I entered Suzanne’s 
home, to the smell of fresh blueberry muffins, the 

Figure 1.  Laurent Guiguet 
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first thing Muriel said was that Laurent Guiguet was “… the 
nicest man I have ever known” and that set the tone for the 
man I came to know as an immigrant from France who 
brought culture and strength to the communities he would 
be a part of.  More than this though, Laurent Guiguet 
brought an in-exhaustible love for the outdoors and natural 
world.     

Laurent Guiguet was a naturalist.  More than that, Monsieur 
Guiguet was the embodiment of all I would hold as the best 
of Saskatchewan’s original naturalists.  He was a recent 
immigrant to Saskatchewan, and arrived with hope as so 
many of our own ancestors did.  However I say that he is 
what I hold as the best of us in entomology in his self-
sacrifice for the field.  I have known men such as this.  We 
have all had to choose entomology as a field we would study 
and work in, and we have all had to make personal or 
financial sacrifices along the way—I in no way mean to 
diminish this.  Yet an amateur entomologist such as Laurent 
Guiguet, appreciates the beauty of entomology for what it is 
and pursues this enlightenment without remuneration.  
Often at great cost to themselves, they appreciate what the 
Good Reverend Ronald Hooper told me is “God’s great 
diversity,” and commit themselves to its exploration.  They 
often have another job to pay the bills, but still pin, preserve 
and record.  Whether a man of God, a locksmith, or a 

Figure 2.  From left: Tricia Guiguet (grand-daughter of Laurent Guiguet), Muriel Guiguet (daughter of Laurent 
Guiguet), Suzanne Bancroft (grand-daughter of Laurent Guiguet) and Jo Ann Guiguet. 

Figure 3.  Muriel Guiguet 
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labourer. 

Laurent Guiguet was born 12 April, 1890, and 
immigrated to Saskatchewan in 1907 with his 
brother Paul from Voiron, France, having been 
told by a parish priest that one did not need to 
know English to live happily in Saskatchewan.  In 
full disclosure, Father Gaire, was in fact 
commissioned by the immigration department in 
Canada to bring immigrants from France. 
Southern Saskatchewan was not necessarily a 
bilingual territory at the time and the good priest 
may not have been completely forthright...  After 
attempting a homestead near Climax with his 
brother, Laurent Guiguet found work in 
carpentry, threshing, and painting houses, and 
learned English as a necessity. Entomology never 
paid the bills nor was a means to economic 
betterment—merely a passion and past-time.  

E N T O M O L O G I C A L  S O C I E T Y  O F  S A S K A T C H E W A N  

Between 1911 and 1933, Laurent Guiguet 
amassed a diverse collection of insects, 
dominated by Lepidoptera, but with 
representation from most common orders we 
find today (Figs 3-10). Ultimately he left with his 
family for the west coast and lived there until 
passing away at the age of 76 in 1966. 

Laurent Guiguet spent his summers fly fishing in 
the Cypress Hills near Shaunavon, taking his 
family with him and inspiring his love for the 
outdoors in his children so much so that his son 
(Muriel’s husband Charles) pursued this to 
become a curator at the Royal British Columbia 
Museum in Victoria after the war. I myself have a 
great love for the rivers and streams of the 
Cypress Hills and can appreciate its allure. 
Through our conversation, I began to wonder if 
perhaps those same streams I tread with other 

Figures 4-11. Guiguet collection boxes 
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young entomologists such as Brittney Hoemsen, 
Aaron Bell, Chance Prestie and others are not as 
unexplored for their diversity as I had thought.  
Through this window I began to see that the 
Cypress Hills have been drawing in naturalists for 
generations from all different walks of life and 
directions. 

As we finished our visit (Fig 12), Muriel remarked 
how pleased she was that the collection is being 
returned to Saskatchewan and that it may live on 
in the Royal Saskatchewan Museum for future 
generations to appreciate and learn from.  She 
punctuated this sentiment by stating how an 
interval in time had been necessary to find a 
caretaker who would appreciate the collection 

enough to return it in the manner begetting its significance. 
Thus, I bring to the Entomological Society of Saskatchewan 
the collection of Laurent Guiguet and will present it at the 
fall meeting in December 2015. This work and the journey 
of the collection itself is not over however, it needs yet to 
make it to Regina and will require verification and labelling 
on specific insects.  I look forward to input and participation 
from the Society and will see everyone there to view a 
small piece of Saskatchewan’s entomological history, and 
add some focus to the lens we see our field through. 

 

Respectfully, 

 

— Iain Phillips 

Picture 12. Muriel Guiguet and myself, Iain Phillips  
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TRoutreach goes to Croatia!  

 

This fall, ground-beetle enthusiasts from 
around the world gathered in Primošten, 
Croatia for the 17th European Carabidologist 
meeting. Attendees from 24 countries 
gathered to celebrate the longstanding 
tradition of research on carabid beetles in 
Europe. Myself, and fellow TRoutreach 
Saskatchewan and ESS member, Iain Phillips, 
attended the meeting to present our research 
on the island biogeography of ground beetles 
in northern Saskatchewan. Islands were a topic 
of interest shared by many at the meeting and 
it was great to present and discuss our 
research with experts in our field. The meeting 
also took place almost immediately after my 
M. Sc. defense and thus served as a 
celebration of sorts.  

Among the many presentations, I found the 
topic of subterranean carabids particularly 

interesting. I had no idea they existed, or any 
appreciation for the diversity of fossorial 
carabids in the Alps. There was also a 
presentation involving the chemical cues of 
subterranean carabids. It turns out (contrary to 
the presenter’s hypothesis) that subterranean 
carabids have increasingly complex pygidial 
gland secretions compared to their surface 
dwelling counterparts. I suspect these secretions 
are, in some way, important to the various 
‘social’ interactions in cave environments where 
visibility is poor. Both Iain and I immediately 
thought of the Rockies here at home, and Iain, 
having some experience cave-diving, figures we 
should take a look. So, who 
wants to go spelunking? 

 
— Aaron Bell 

Participants of the European Carabidologist meeting in Croatia  
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By: Hugh Philip (author) 

For: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 

Whether you’re an experienced or new producer in 
Western Canada, “What’s ‘bugging’ my crop” and “Do I 
need to control it” are typical questions you might 
have, regardless if it’s grain, oilseed, pulse, forage or 
another agronomic crop that`s in your field. 

This new 152-page full-colour field guide is designed to 
help you make informed decisions in controlling over 90 
harmful pests of field and forage crops in Western 
Canada. Better decision making helps save time and 
effort and eliminates unnecessary pesticide 
applications, all of which can help reduce costs. The 
guide also helps to identify many natural enemies in 
order to recognize and to foster their role in keeping or 
reducing their host or prey (i.e. pest) populations below 
economic levels. 

What’ll you find inside: 
Description of over 90 economic pests and 30+ natural 
enemy species or species groups: 
diagnostic characteristics; 
life cycle; 
damage; 
monitoring/scouting techniques; 
economic thresholds; 
biological, cultural and chemical control options; 
large full-colour photos;  
an overview of Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 
strategies; 
natural enemy x pest relationships.  

Book Description: 
Pages: 152 
Formats: pdf and pdf-enhanced [enhanced version has 
internal hyperlinks allowing the reader to quickly jump to 
referenced pages] 
Languages: English and French 
French title: Guide d’identification des ravageurs des 
grandes cultures et des cultures fourragères et de leurs 
ennemis naturels et mesures de lutte applicables à 
l’Ouest canadien 
Dimensions: 27.9 x 21.6 cm (landscape) 
Document numbers – regular pdf 
ISBN: 978-1-100-25768-6 
Catalogue No.: A59-23/2015E-PDF 
AAFC No.: 12327E 
Document numbers – pdf-enhanced 
ISBN: 978-1-100-25952-9 
Catalogue No.: A59-23/2015E-PDF1 
AAFC No.: 12346E 
Published by: Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada 2015, 
Saskatoon, SK 
 
Price: FREE to download from www.publications.gc.ca 
 
For more information, reach us at www.agr.gc.ca or call 
us toll-free at 1-855-773-0241 

New! - Field Crop and Forage Pests and their 

Natural Enemies in Western Canada:   

IDENTIFICATION AND MANAGEMENT FIELD GUIDE  
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Youth and amateur encouragement activities 

BlueCross Gardenscape 2015: 
(Friday March 27th -Sunday March 29th 2015) 
Thanks to our ESS volunteers who manned 
the booth over the Gardenscape weekend: 
Cedric Gillott, Owen Olfert, Lars 
Andreassen, Dave Halstead, Leila 
Benmerrouche, Jady Helfrick , Martin 
Erlandson, Ruwandi Andrehennadi, Sonali 
Andrehennadi, Doug Baldwin, Taylor Kaye, 
Art Davis and Tyler Wist. 
Each year at Gardenscape, there are two 
organisms that I get asked about: ticks and 
cockroaches.  I have started a tick collection 
and so far I have the common “dog tick” 
Dermacentor variabilis, in both its engorged 
and non-engorged forms.  If others can 
send me the other common species, 
especially the deer tick, Ixodes scapularis, 
(with or without Lyme disease…I’m not 
picky) that we have in the province I would 
be very happy. Please email me at 
Tyler.Wist@agr.gc.ca .   We now have an 
American cockroach in acrylic but I would 

love to have a brown-banded cockroach for 
example and whatever other one we can get 
our hands on.  If there are other suggestions 
for improving our booth based on common 
questions etc. please also let me know via 
email .  Also, I have asked a lot of people who 
came by our booth at Gardenscape to save the 
insects that we’re discussing and bring them to 
me at our booth next year.  So future 
volunteers, please be aware of potential 
samples arriving and put whatever comes to 
the booth aside for me!  
 
Good bugs/Bad Bugs (the most exciting booth 
of the Garden Experience school tours event: 
formerly known as “Little Green Thumbs”) 
(Tuesday March 24th to Thursday March 26th 2015) 
This event is run by the ‘Agriculture in the 
Classroom provincial program’ and ties into 
the Grade three curriculum.  Each session, and 
there are three per day, includes five 15 
minute presentations to one grade three 
classroom at a time = a total of 45 grade three 

Left: Chrystel Olivier at the Garden Experience School tours event. 

 

Below: Dave Halstead, Leila Benmerrouche and Jady Helfrick Volunteering 

at Gardenscape. 

mailto:Tyler.Wist@agr.gc.ca
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classrooms that get to hear our Good Bugs/Bad Bugs 
presentation.  We did about seven minutes of talking 
per session (depending upon who was talking!) in 
teams of two, followed by eight minutes of showing 
the insect display and answering questions.   
Thank you to our ESS members for volunteering: 
Stephanie Harris, Dwayne Hegedus, Martin 
Erlandson, Chrystel Olivier, Julie Soroka and Tyler 
Wist 
Best student feedback: “Thank you for the Best. 
Presentation. Ever!” Unfortunately, no one cried this 
time when their teacher moved them on from our 
insect display. Better luck next year! 
 
Ag in the City:  
Saturday April 25th at Lawson Heights Mall (Food Court) 9:30-4:00 
PM 
The ESS was proud to be part of the “AAFC Research 
Farm” booth in the “Crops” section of Ag in the City”, 
which is one of the premier outreach activities of 
Agriculture and Agri-food Canada according the 
organizer, Jan Cote, the Regional Communications 
Officer of the Public Affairs Branch.  The day went 
very well with over 500 hundred “passports” being 
given out to school aged children to get stamps from 

each booth…after completing some kind of specific 
task of course. I fear that our booth might have fallen 
behind in popularity because we were not giving away 
prizes like canola oil salad dressing, squeezy farm 
animals, or made-of-Saskatchewan wheat and pea 
cookies.  Might I suggest that next year we up our 
game and put Owen Olfert’s baking skills to good use 
and produce cookies made from cricket flour? 
Several new items were purchased by the Public 
Affairs Branch for the event that the ESS has full 
license to use: a microscope (that I don’t recall seeing), 
a butterfly ID poster , a briefcase with acrylic encased 
insects, arachnids and others (similar to the ones in 
www.realcoolbug.com) and some magnifying jars for 
observing live insects.  Thanks to Owen Olfert, 
Ruwandi Andrahennadi , Scott Hartley, Charlie Roy and 
Tyler Wist for staffing the booth over the course of the 
day. 
 
— Tyler Wist 

Charlie Roy and Ruwandi Andrahennadi at the booth for Ag in the City. 

http://www.allthingsbugs.com/product/finely-milled-whole-cricket-powder/C:/Users/Nicole/Documents/Adobe
http://www.realcoolbug.com
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Youth and amateur encouragement activities 

Bioscan 2015: an initiative of the 
Department of Biology and Biology Club at 
the University of Saskatchewan.   

Bioscan is a public outreach event held 
every three years at the University of 
Saskatchewan, the aim of which is to get 
young people interested in the natural 
sciences. This year Bioscan was held from 
February 6-8, and between school groups 
and the general public it was attended by 
over a thousand people.  

 Different rooms in the biology 
building were given specific themes, such as 
plants, birds, microbiology, and of course, 
insects! Here, students could use dissecting 
scopes to get a closer look at aquatic and 
terrestrial specimens, and they were able to 

learn about insect life cycles and ecology by 
examining both pinned and living displays. The 
ESS provided live leafhoppers and different life 
cycle stages of the bertha armyworm, as well 
as some juvenile grasshopppers in case 
anyone was missing them over the winter. This 
gave students the opportunity to learn about 
important agricultural pests and the nature of 
insect development. The ESS also provided 
pinned specimens that gave a good overview 
of the different insect orders in Saskatchewan, 
and collections of lepidopterans from around 
the world that amazed and inspired.  Young 
entomologists were able to walk away from 
Bioscan with an increased understanding of 
insect life, and there may have even been 
some future ESS members in the mix.  

— Stephen Srayko 

Pinned and Living insects on display during Bioscan. 

Photo: Tracy Hunt 
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Weyburn Wheat Festival: Bug-a-Thon 

Danielle Stephens and Scott Hartley used 
the ESS insect collection for a presentation 
at the “Bug-a-thon” as part of the Weyburn 
Wheat Festival on August 7, 2015. A short 
PowerPoint presentation on the interesting 
aspects of insect life was included. There 
were at least 19 young people in the 
audience as well as a number of interested 
adults. There were lots of questions about 
the insects in the collection and insects in 
general. 

— Scott Hartley 

Ruddy Duck Lodge 

Last year the Saskatoon Nature Society had a field 
trip to Dale Parker’s Ruddy Duck Lodge.  Among the 
attendees were Jeff Boone and Lorne Duczek. Dale 
offered up a few photos from the day to enhance the 
overall look of the newsletter. Always appreciated!  

Top: Ants 

Left: Robber Fly 

Right: Last year’s Field Trip. The entomology types are easy to spot with their nets. 
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In Memory of Roy Pickford 

(19 September  1917 - 14 January 2015) 

Roy Pickford passed away on 14 January 2014 in 
Victoria, British Columbia, aged 96. Roy grew up and 
received his school education in the Moose Jaw area 
of Saskatchewan. From 1940-1945, he served in the 
Second World War with the Survey Regiment of the 
Royal Canadian Engineers, and it was during this 
service that he met Ada ter Braake in Holland. They 
married in 1948. After demobilization, Roy began his 
university education, receiving a BSA in 1949 from 
the University of Saskatchewan. It was during the 
later part of his undergraduate studies that Roy’s 
career-defining association with entomology 
emerged when in the summer of 1948 he was 
employed as a seasonal assistant at the then 
Dominion Entomological Laboratory in Saskatoon. 
As Riegert (1990) noted ‘From then on entomology 
to Roy meant grasshoppers, a group of insects to 
which he devoted all of his research years.’ 
Roy began full-time employment at the DEL in 1949, 
but for the next 2 years the data he collected was 
used for his Master’s research. In 1951, Roy 
received a MSc from the University of 
Saskatchewan. His thesis, supervised by J.G. Rempel, 
looked at the biology of Arphia conspersa (speckle-
winged grasshopper) and Pardalophora apiculata 
(coral-winged grasshopper), two species that, 
unusually, overwinter as nymphs on the Prairies. 
For the next 25 years, in a wide range of field and 
laboratory studies, Roy focused his attention on the 
biology, ecology and management of grasshoppers. 
In particular, he was involved in the annual surveys 
and forecasting of outbreaks, testing the 
effectiveness of organic insecticides for population 
control, investigating the nutritional ecology of 
several species (showing, among other things, that 
some species don’t eat much ‘grass’, but prefer a 
variety of broad-leaved plants), and conducting a 
range of biological studies including parasitism and, 
especially, reproduction. A significant outcome of 
the laboratory side of this research was the 
development and selection of a non-diapause strain 
of the migratory grasshopper (Melanoplus 
sanguinipes), the single most important grasshopper 
pest species on the Prairies, in which embryonic 
development was immediate and complete after 
egg laying, removing the requirement for a lengthy 

exposure of eggs to low temperature (Pickford and 
Randell 1969). This strain has since been extensively 
used by many experimental entomologists across North 
America.  
Shortly after I joined the Department of Biology at the 
University of Saskatchewan in 1965, I had a visit from 
the department head with Roy in tow. Roy wished to do 
a PhD, and was I prepared to supervise him. Roy’s 
reason for someone approaching 50 wanting to do a 
PhD was very simple: he wished to prove to himself that 
he was capable of such a project! He had no interest in 
comparing himself to or bettering other colleagues: it 
was solely for his personal satisfaction. Thus, this 
friendly, good-natured individual became my first 
graduate student, a remarkable arrangement given that 
he was old enough to be my father and had almost two 
decades more experience than I on North American 
acridids! Roy’s thesis project, a study of the 
reproductive biology of the migratory grasshopper, 
generated some fascinating data, especially about the 
role of the male, a highly promiscuous beast that 
produces, on average seven spermatophores during a 
single mating. Roy also showed that during mating the 
male transfers chemicals to the female which ‘advise’ 
her that she now has sperm available and can proceed 
to produce multiple eggs that are fertilized as they are 
being laid. Likely related to his early retirement, Roy 
may not have received full credit for these discoveries, 
as I am sure that he would have continued as part of 
the research group looking at the nature and roles of 
these fascinating chemicals. Through other graduate 
students and post-doctorals, my lab continued to 
examine these materials for several decades. Indeed, 
even today, almost 15 years after my own retirement, 
there is collaboration between members of the Biology 
Faculty and Martin Erlandson (AAFC, Saskatoon) aimed 
at unravelling the mysteries of accessory gland 
substances in the male migratory grasshopper. 
Roy completed his PhD in 1971 and almost immediately 
took leave of absence to spend a year based in London, 
England, at the then Anti-Locust Research Centre. This 
included a trip to Africa (Mali, Ghana, and Nigeria) to 
study locusts up close. Roy’s return to active service at 
the Saskatoon Research Laboratory of AAFC was a 
relatively short one as he retired in September 1975, 
though not before serving as the President of the 
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Entomological Society of Saskatchewan in 1973. 
Initially, Roy and Ada moved to Brentwood Bay, British Columbia, but some years later moved to Thetis Island where they 
built a home in the forest and began an intensive gardening operation with fruit trees, vegetables, herbs and flowers. 
Grafting fruit trees was one of Roy's specialities. Roy also enjoyed woodworking, reading, and sailing. Indeed, he and Ada 
were founding members of the Saskatoon Sailing Club in 1963 and significantly involved in the Club’s acquisition of land on 
which to build a clubhouse on the shore of Redberry Lake, Saskatchewan, in 1965. 
 
This article was originally published in the June 2014 Bulletin of the Entomological Society of Canada and is reproduced 
here by permission of the Editor.  
— Cedric Gillott 
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In Memory of Geoffrey D. McLeod 

(1971-2015) 

Geoffrey David McLeod, Superintendent Urban 
Forestry and Pest Management, Saskatoon, 
passed away surrounded by family and friends 
on 4 March 2015. He defied his initial prognosis 
of “2- weeks to live” to go on to fight a nearly 2
-year battle against brain cancer.  

Geoff was born to Gary and Fran McLeod in 
1971 and spent much of his early life in Regina, 
where he completed high school at Martin 
Collegiate in 1989. He then went on to 
graduate from the University of Regina with a 
bachelor's degree in biology in 1997. He 
completed a second bachelor’s degree from the 
University of British Columbia in Forest 
Management (2001) and a master's degree in 
insect chemical ecology from Simon Fraser 
University (2005). Under the supervision of Dr 

Gerhard Gries, Geoff worked on semiochemical 
mediated attraction of bark beetles to Dutch elm 
disease infected trees. Geoff discovered that the 
fungus which causes Dutch elm disease, 
Ophiostoma novo-ulmi, manipulates the 
semiochemical profile of host elm trees to make 
diseased trees more attractive to the fungal 
vector, the native elm bark beetle, Hylurgopinus 
rufipes. Working with the different blends of 
antennaly-active compounds, Geoff made a 
breakthrough with his re-evaluation of the initial 
data when he discovered that one compound was 
partially obscured by another on the gas 
chromatogram. 

After completing his master's degree, Geoff 
returned to the City of Regina to apply his new 
knowledge to Dutch elm disease prevention. In 
2006, the position of Pest Management Supervisor 
with the City of Saskatoon brought Geoff north. 
Geoff advanced quickly within the organization to 
become the Superintendent of Pest Management 
and Urban Forestry in 2008. During his time with 
the City of Saskatoon, Geoff created 20 new jobs 
including a full-time Entomologist position. When 
provincial funding for West Nile suppression 
ended, Geoff secured significant municipal funding 
to keep the mosquito control program functioning 
at the same capacity and still continued to fund 
Dutch elm disease prevention. He supported 
entomological initiatives including supplementing 
the monitoring programs of the Canadian Food 
Inspection Agency to improve the chances of early 
detection of important forest insect pests (e.g., 
gypsy moth and emerald ash borer). Geoff valued 
collaboration among municipalities, as evidenced 
by an organization that he started with several 
interprovincial colleagues called the Prairie Urban 
Forest Alliance, a group devoted to improving 
communication between urban forestry and pest 
management programs across the Prairie 
Provinces.   

Geoff was active in a number of organizations 
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including the International Society of Arboriculture, Save Our Saskatoon Elms, Saskatchewan Dutch Elm Disease 
Association, Wildlife Rehabilitation Society of Saskatchewan, and the Entomological Society of Canada (2006-
2012). Geoff often served in leadership roles within each of these organizations. As Provincial Director for 
Saskatchewan of the Prairie Chapter of the International Society of Arboriculture, Geoff was the first to bring 
the Annual General Meeting to Saskatoon in 2010 and also laid the foundation for the meeting in Saskatoon in 
2014.  

Geoff’s move to Saskatoon not only resulted in his career with Urban Forestry and affiliation with many 
societies, it also introduced him to the love of his life, Jamille Heer. They married, started their family in 
Saskatoon and began raising two daughters, Grace Margaret (5) and Bethany Frances (3). As an avid rugby 
player Geoff played for the Condors, Meraloma’s, Saskatchewan Prairie Fire and the Saskatoon Gophers Rugby 
Club. At the end of Geoff’s rugby-playing years he served as President of the North Saskatchewan Rugby Union. 
At his memorial service, his “rugby brothers” united in a scrum, sang “Danny boy” in tribute to their fallen 
brother. After rugby, Cross Fit became his new athletic passion and he quickly went from training to competing 
and helping judge in competitions. Geoff has not only left his indelible mark on the people and communities 
around him but also on entomology in Saskatchewan. 

 

— Jeff Boone and Tyler Wist 
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   Awards and student achievement  

Above: Michael Cavallo giving his talk for the 2014 student presenta-
tions. 
Left:  Iain Phillips Speaking during the student presentations. 

Marianna Horn receiving the 2014  Brooks award at the fall ESS meeting. In December 2014 
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Is it time to consider entomological reserves in Saskatchewan?  
 

The Saskatchewan Entomological Society has grown significantly during its sixty plus years of operation and has done a 
phenomenal job of fulfilling its mandate to educate the public about insects. However, I wonder if the time hasn’t 
come to also consider promoting insect conservation through establishment of one or more entomological reserves. 
Insects are our most diverse fauna and they display a broader range of ecological function than almost any other group 
of organisms.  Yet they receive short shrift when it comes to conservation. Part of the reason, of course, is their incredi-
ble resilience and diversity. Some would argue as well, that biological reserves whether established for plants, birds, or 
entire ecosystems serve as proxy for the protection of insects inhabiting the same plot of land. Unfortunately, this 
“bycatch” idea lacks purposeful intent and is likely to overlook many of the critical ecological functions our chitin coat-
ed friends provide.  
 
According to Losey and Vaughn (2006), ecological services provided by wild and native insect species in the U.S. are 
valued at a very conservative $57,000,000,000/year. This dollar amount is based on documented financial transactions 
for a limited number of service categories and fails to take into account the services provided by domesticated insects 
(e.g. honeybees) or the inflationary pressures that would result if these services were to become scarce or disappear 
altogether. While these kinds of ecological service estimates are useful for communicating a political message, they fail 
to describe the calamity that might arise from an insect attributed collapse of aquatic or terrestrial ecosystems that lie 
outside the realm of currently defined ‘economic resources’. Some estimates (USDA 2015) indicate three quarters of 
the world’s flowering plants depend on insects for pollination. Insects also: are an important food resource for verte-
brate species; serve a critical role in the breakdown and conversion of organic matter, and; are an unparalleled source 
of biodiversity (i.e. functional redundancy).  
 
This last point, respecting biodiversity and the functional role of insects, offers insight into the criteria necessary for 
evaluating insect species and habitats worthy of conservation consideration. Conservation measures should be em-
ployed where essential ecological functions or critical ecosystem components are at risk. These are difficult to precisely 
identify, but insect-related biodiversity hotspots (Myers et al. 2000) or unique and threatened species’ and their re-
spective habitats (IUCN 2013) offer some important clues. Obviously, evaluation of areas worthy of conservation status 
is a complex process, confounded by a lack of data and a natural bias among conservation groups and regulating agen-
cies towards plants and vertebrate species. Because of the magnitude of the task, it is better to start sooner rather 
than later. I can’t think of a more qualified group of individuals worthy of this undertaking than the members of the 
Entomology Society of Saskatchewan. 
- David Halstead 
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